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(A) Didactics
1) List of institutional or curricular courses
Common core courses:
- Arguments and Methods in Philosophy (10 credits)
- Skills (12 credits)
- June Seminar of PhD students (8 credits)
Curricular courses:
- Philosophy and Religion: God as the object of philosophy – Prof. Enrico Guglielminetti
3 credits
- The Antinomy of the Teleological Power of Judgment in the Critique of the Power of
Judgment – Prof. Gabriele Gava 3 credits
- Theoretical Philosophy? – Prof. Gianluca Cuozzo, Antonio Dall’Igna 3 credits
- Aesthetics and political Theology – Prof. Federico Vercellone 3 credits
- Symmetry and Asymmetry: between philosophy and science – Gaetano Chiurazzi 3
credits
- Seminar Work in progress (WIP) – Graziano Lingua 15 credits
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2) List of working papers written in those occasions
- Decostruire l’Occidente. A partire dalla Decostruzione del cristianesimo di Nancy
(June Seminar paper)
- Il mito occidentale. Raimon Panikkar e il mito emergente al cuore della
contemporaneità (Curricular Paper)
3) list of other courses you have followed
Percezione, corporeità, arte. A partire da Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Fenomenologia della
percezione – Proff. Marcello Ghilardi, Giovanni Gurisatti, Università di Padova

(B) Research and diffusion
1) List of seminars and conferences you have participated to
- [Book presentation] 7/11/2020, Prove di autoritratto, with prof. Salvatore Veca, dott.
Gabriele Giacomini – Festival Mimesis, Università di Udine
- [Seminar] Percezione, corporeità, arte. A partire da Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
Fenomenologia della percezione – Proff. Marcello Ghilardi, Giovanni Gurisatti,
Università di Padova
- [Seminar] Il riccio e la volpe. Sui due modi di intendere la causalità – FINO
- [Seminar] June seminar – FINO
2) List of Talks (in some of the above-mentioned conferences)
- 8/4/2021 Essere al mondo, essere al senso. Tra Merleau-Ponty e Nancy
- 7/6/2021 Filosofie della non-dualità. Tra Heidegger e Shankara
- 6/7/2021 Decostruire l’Occidente. A partire dalla Decostruzione del cristianesimo di
Nancy
3) List of published or submitted papers
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(C) Project of the dissertation
My research project intends to focus on the debate about Christianity within
contemporary French philosophy, with particular reference to the figures of Jean-Luc
Nancy and François Jullien.
On the one hand, it is a question of underlining how, starting from an approach that uses
Derridian deconstruction in a new way, these authors move away from the approach of
authors such as Levinas, Marion, Henry and others – accused by Janicaud of having
initiated a "theological turn" of phenomenology – on the other hand to show the
peculiarities of their research paths. In fact, both Nancy and Jullien want to show the
limits of Western metaphysics and so of the Christian ontotheology which is inseparable
from it. At the same time, however, they trace within Christianity some crucial resources
for thinking about contemporaneity and the regime of sense that takes shape in it.
If on the one hand Nancy intends to deconstruct Christianity and therefore the West itself
from within, as spaces of meaning that self-deconstruct, Jullien practices a deconstruction
that acts from the outside, passing through a thought, a language, a writing others than
Western ones.
1) Update of the planning of your research program
During the firs year of my PhD I focused mainly on Jean-Luc Nancy’s philosophy, in
particular on his project of a Deconstruction of Christianity and on the peculiar notion of
sense which is crucial to fully understand his thought.
In the second year of PhD I intend to focus on Jullien’s philosophy and on the theoretical
background which surrounds his thought and that one of Nancy, that is, contemporary
French philosophy, crossed by the figures of Levinas and Derrida first, Marion, Henry,
Lacoste and others secondly.
In the second half of the academic year 2021/2022 I would like to spend a research period
in a Parisian university yet to be defined, in order to enrich my knowledge on the subject.
The last year will be entirely dedicated to the writing of the thesis.
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